
 
For students planning on studying A level Sociology next year 

 

 

Here are some activities and things to get you thinking. I also recommend 

downloading the BBC News and the Guardian Apps. Both have sections on family, 

education, crime and social policy: 

 
https://www.bbc.co.uk 
https://www.theguardian.com 

 

Activity 1 - Culture 

 

On a sheet of A4 paper, draw a picture or diagram of how you see society. You can use 

stick people, shapes (circles, triangles etc.), signs and symbols or anything else you 

like. There is no right or wrong answer. 

 

 

 
Compare your picture to the picture above.  

 

What similarities are there, if any? 

 

What do the pictures tell us about UK society? 

 

Identify four differences in social norms, customs and traditions either between the 

different countries of the UK (England, Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales) or 

between the UK and other cultures e.g. American, Italian.  

 

Links to GCSE English Literature 

Identify three poems and outline what they say about British Culture.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/
https://www.theguardian.com/


Activity 2 – Cultural norms and values 

 

Links to GCSE RE 

Read Deuteronomy 14: 3 - 21 write a paragraph to explain what makes food kosher & 

why it is important for Jews to eat kosher. Identify examples of kosher and non-kosher 

food. 

 

Sociologists define culture as all those things that are learned and shared by a society 

or group of people and passed on from generation to generation. It consists of ways of 

behaving which are seen as normal. 

 

Each culture has detailed rules or norms (specific rules that govern behavior) 

governing every aspect of human behavior, from food and dress to how we perform 

our jobs or who we marry. Some norms, such as written laws or rules, are formal. 

Other norms are informal, such as table manners. 

 

What counts as food? 

 

Questions: 

 

1. Would you find it acceptable to eat the following: cats, dogs, rabbits, guinea pigs, 

horses, calves, swans, beef burgers? 

 

2. Research to find cultures where the following are: 

 Forbidden as food: beef; pork; shellfish. Explain why they are forbidden.  

 Acceptable as food: insects (e.g. grubs, grasshoppers); snakes; rats. 

 

3. As well as the type of food that people may eat, many cultures have rules on the 

slaughtering of animals for food. Find an example of a rule from a particular culture 

that governs how animals must be slaughtered. 

 

4. What does this activity tell us about what counts as food?  

 

Activity 3 - Socialisation 

  

People disagree about whether our behavior is somehow ‘natural’ or innate (inborn), 

or whether it is the result of nurture – that is, our upbringing in society. 

 

Some biologists argue that behavior is mainly shaped by natural instincts. An instinct 

is an innate, fixed, pre-programmed pattern of behavior shared by all members of a 

given species.  Watch the clip:          

     
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93HymGXC_wM 
 

Questions: 

 

1. Make a list of all the characteristics of Oxana that might be described as non-human 

2. What ‘human’ characteristics, skills and abilities would you expect a normal five or 

six year old child to possess? Are any of these inborn? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93HymGXC_wM


3. What ‘human’ characteristics, skills and abilities would you expect a normal five or 

six year old child to possess? Are any of these inborn? 

 

Wider reading and research 

 

Find out more about human behavior and the effects of being raised in isolation. 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/culture/story/20151012-feral-the-children-raised-by-wolves 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/466616.stm 

 

Discuss what conclusions can be drawn about the importance of nurture and nature in 

human development. 

 

Activity 4 – Research methods  

 
http://www.sociology.org.uk/notes/methodq.pdf 
 

You might need to carry out some independent research on this topic.   

 

Designing a questionnaire: 

 

1. Draw up a five-question questionnaire on attitudes to education (or another 

sociological topic of interest to you). 

2. Test your questionnaire on five people. 

3. Identify and write a paragraph to explain any difficulties you came across in 

your questionnaire.  

4. Amend your questions if necessary. 

 

5. Suggest as many criticisms as you can of the following questions: 

 ‘Do you think most teachers are any good?’ 

 ‘Have you been diseased recently?’ 

 ‘Do you think Ofsted comparisons should carry a health warning?’  

 

In light of your criticisms, write new questions and a choice of answers, to overcome 

the difficulties you have identified.    

 

 
 

Induction Lesson and Task 

  

Read pages 151-152 handout 

 

Which of the following features do you associate with structured interviews? 

a. Hard to analyse findings  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/culture/story/20151012-feral-the-children-raised-by-wolves
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/466616.stm
http://www.sociology.org.uk/notes/methodq.pdf


b. Representative data 

c. Interview bias 

d. Open-ended questions 

e. Different from a questionnaire 

f. Qualitative data 

g. Formal 

h. Detachment 

i. Fixed questions 

j. Costly  

 

Suggests two benefits of using structured interviews in sociological research. 

Explain why interview bias is less of a problem with structured interviews compared 

to other types of interviews. 

 

Research in the context of education 

 

Read pages 209 -212 handout. Make notes on the different types of interview and 

practical, theoretical and ethical issues of using interviews to research education.  

 

What difficulties might you have in interviewing pupils a. on schools premises; b. in 

their homes? 

 

Why might interviews not provide a valid picture of how far parents support their 

children’s education? 

 

Explain two strengths of using unstructured interviews. 

 

Explaining class differences in education 

  

Read pages 17 -21 handout. Make notes on the external factors that can affect 

educational achievement. 

 

1. Identify three ways in which parents’ education may influence how they socialize 

their children. 

 

2. Name two features of working-class subculture described by Sugarman.  

 

3. Watch the podcast – Bernstein’s language codes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0opkSG0mfBQ  

Complete the Box 4 activity (page 19). 

 

4. Identify three characteristics of the elaborate code. 

 

5. Suggest two ways that material deprivation may affect achievement. 

 

Now complete the Induction assignment  

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0opkSG0mfBQ


 


